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Weyl-Heisenberg frames and Riesz bases in L2(IRd)Amos Ron and Zuowei Shen
1. Introduction1.1. Frames, Riesz bases, and their dual systemsThe present paper is the second in a series of three, all devoted to the study of shift-invariantframes and shift-invariant stable (=Riesz) bases for H := L2(IRd), d � 1, or a subspace of it. Inthe �rst paper, [RS1], we studied such bases under the mere assumption that the basis set can bewritten as a collection of shifts (namely, integer translates) of a set of generators �. The presentpaper analyses Weyl-Heisenberg (=:WH, known also as Gaborian) frames and stable bases. Asidefrom specializing the general methods and results of [RS1] to this important case, we exploit herethe special structure of the WH set, and in particular the duality between the shift operator andthe modulation operator, the latter being absent in the context of general shift-invariant sets. Inthe third paper, [RS3], we present applications of the results of [RS1] to wavelet (or a�ne) frames.The avour of the results there is quite di�erent: wavelet sets are not shift-invariant, and the maine�ort of [RS3] is to show that, nevertheless, the basic analysis of [RS1] does apply to that case aswell.Let X � L2(IRd). We consider X as a possible \basis" set for L2(IRd), or for some closedsubspace of it. The various notions of a \basis set" are conveniently de�ned with the aid of theso-called synthesis operator or reconstruction operator T := TX de�ned byTX : `0(X)! L2(IRd) : c 7! Xx2X c(x)x:Here, `0(X) is the collection of all �nitely supported sequences in `2(X). If T is bounded, it isextended by continuity to all of `2(X). We use the notation T for this extension, as well.De�nition 1.1. X is a basis whenever T is 1-1 on its domain. X is fundamental if ranT isdense in L2(IRd). If T is bounded, X is a Bessel set. If T is bounded and ranT is closed, X is aframe. Finally, a frame which is also a basis is known as a Riesz (or stable) basis.Remark. Some of the articles that deal with frames for L2(IR), reserve the notions of \frame" and\Riesz basis" only to the case that we refer to here as a \fundamental frame" and \fundamentalRiesz basis".Note that, if X is a Riesz basis, T has a bounded inverse which acts from ranT onto `2(X).We denote that inverse by T�1. If X is not a Riesz basis, but is still a frame, a bounded inversestill exists but acts from ranT onto (ker T )?. This pseudo-inverse is denoted hereafter by Tj�1,and is referred to as the partial inverse of T . 1



Another way to de�ne the above \basis" notions, is with the aid of the analysis operator orthe decomposition operator, which is the formal adjoint T � := T �X of T , and is de�ned byT � : L2(IRd)! `2(X) : f 7! (hf; xi)x2X :The equivalent de�nitions via the adjoint map are entirely analogous: the de�nitions of frames andBessel sets remain unchanged (just replace T by T �). The fundamentality of X amounts to theinjectivity of T �, and a Riesz basis is a frame whose corresponding T � is surjective.Since usually the injectivity of a map is easier to check than its surjectivity, fundamental framesare usually studied via T �, while Riesz bases are usually analyzed via T . That tradition, however,will not be followed in the present paper, since our techniques are critically based on a simultaneousanalysis of both the decomposition and reconstruction operators.In order to decompose and reconstruct functions in L2(IRd), one needs to complement thegiven frame X by another one, the so-called dual frame which is de�ned asRX;with R := RX := T �j �1Tj�1:The map f 7! TXT �RXf = Xx2Xhf;Rxixis then an orthogonal projector onto ranTX , hence is the identity on L2(IRd) in case the frameX is fundamental. In this regard, computing T �RXf is the decomposition of f , and computingTXT �RXf (from the given sequence T �RXf) is the reconstruction of f . The operator norms kTXk2and kTXj�1k�2 are known as the frame bounds of X. A frame whose two frame bounds coincideis a tight frame, and it is well-known that the dual frame of a tight frame is (up to a multiplicativeconstant) the original frame X (i.e., R = c Id on ranT ).Frames were introduced in [DS] in the context of non-harmonic Fourier series. Frames forL2(IR) were quite extensively studied in the literature, with the focus being on two special choices:wavelet (or a�ne) frames, and Weyl-Heisenberg (or short-windowed Fourier transform) frames. Werefer to the surveys [BW], [HW] and [D1], the books [C] and [D2], and to the references thereinfor discussions of frames, and in particular wavelet and Weyl-Heisenberg frames.1.2. Weyl-Heisenberg systems de�nedA Weyl-Heisenberg (WH) system is de�ned here with respect to a pair of lattices. Here, alattice (or, more precisely, a d-dimensional lattice) K is the image AKZZd of a linear invertiblemap AK : IRd ! IRd. The column vectors of AK generate K. The volume of the latticejKj := jdetAK jmeasures the sparsity of it, and depends only on K. The dual lattice eK of K is the lattice de�nedby eK := fl 2 IRd : l � k 2 2�ZZ; 8k 2 Kg:2



Note that we always have(1:2) jKj j eKj = (2�)d:Given a d-dimensional lattice K, we let 
Kstand for any fundamental domain for K, i.e., a set for which [k2K(k + 
K) is an (essential)partition of IRd. A standard choice for 
K is the parallelepiped AK [0; 1]d.We now turn to the de�nition of a WH system. First, for t 2 IRd, let Et denote the translationoperator and M t the modulation operator, i.e.,Et : f 7! f(�+ t); M t : f 7! etf; t 2 IRd; f 2 L2(IRd);with et the exponential function et : w 7! eit�w:Further, let � � L2(IRd) be �nite (though our analysis applies to in�nite � as well, it su�ces forall practical purposes to assume that � is �nite). Finally, let K;L be two lattices in IRd. Then, wecall the set X = (K;L)� := fEkM l' : ' 2 �; k 2 K; l 2 Lga Weyl-Heisenberg system generated by �. The WH system is normalized whenever k'k = 1,for all ' 2 �. Also, whenever � is a singleton, we refer to X as a principal Weyl-Heisenbergsystem (PWH system, for short). The number(2�)djKjjLjis the density parameter den(K;L) of (K;L), and is also referred to as the densitydenXof a PWH system X. We call a PWH system X a high-density system if denX � 1 and a lowdensity system if denX < 1.1.3. Layout of the paperSince the theory introduced in this paper is fairly elaborated, we had made a special e�ortto present it in several \layers of di�culty", allowing the interested reader to adjust his/her levelof reading to the level of interest in this topic. Speci�cally, we present in x2 relatively conciseaccount of the development of the paper, including an array of selected results, while detailingmore elaborated �ndings in x3 and x4.Firstly, we introduce, in x2.1, the notion of the adjoint X� of a PWH system X. Our dualityprinciple of WH sets (Theorems 2.2 and 2.3) deals with the basic relations between a system, itsadjoint, and their dual systems. In general terms, the duality principle exhibits an intimate relationbetween TX� and T �X (hence also between TX and T �X� , since X�� = X), which \almost" says thatTX� = cU1T �XU2, U1; U2 unitary, and is almost as useful as such connection. We present in x2.1few applications of the duality principle, and a variety of other applications is collected in x3.1.Some of these applications generalize known univariate observations, and others are new even forunivariate systems. As an example for the former, a fairly trivial argument is invoked to show(Corollary 2.7) that low-density frames are never fundamental.3



The duality principle is a straightforward consequence of the �berization of the WH system.In x2.2 we describe the three Gramian matrices that underly our �berization techniques and recallthe main results of [RS1]. That already allows us to provide a simple and complete proof of theduality principle. Furthermore, it shows how the Wexler-Raz identity, [DLL], can be equivalentlyformulated (thereby proved) as a matrix identity. A more elaborated discussion of the dualityprinciple, including direct relations between the operators of a system and the operators of itsadjoint, are given in x3.2.In x2.4 and x3.4 we present our \Gramian analysis": analysis of the system that is based oninspection of the relevant Gramian matrices. In x2.4, the notion of oversampling is discussed, i.e.,the possibility of converting a Bessel system into a frame by increasing the density of either theshifts or the modulations. In x3.4 we use Gramian analysis in estimating the frame bounds of agiven system.For a large family of WH systems, the Gramian matrices can be observed to be convolutionoperators, or, more generally, matrix-valued convolution operators. In such cases, a more subtleanalysis, based on the symbols of the underlying convolution operators, is feasible. These symbolsturn out to be multivariate analogs of the Zak transform, hence we refer to that course of studyas \Zak transform analysis". In x2.4, we present the relatively simple case of a sup-adjoint system(which amounts in one dimension to a system whose density in an integer number). In this casethe Gramian matrices are realized as a vector of convolution operators. In x4 we discuss the moregeneral case of compressible systems (which, in one dimension, are systems whose density is arational number). For these systems, the Gramian matrices are realized as arrays (of �nite order)of convolution operators.It should be understood that the goal of this paper is the application of the �berizationtechniques of [RS1] to WH systems. This means that we consistently strive to explain the variousphenomena of the WH systems via the Gramian matrices, even when a direct course is availableas well (such as in the case of Zak transform analysis).1.4. Acknowledgments and general remarksOur original interest in shift-invariant bases stems from the role of such systems in Approx-imation Theory (e.g., Box Splines). There, non-fundamental bases are the rule rather than theexception, and this explains our genuine interest in and emphasis on non-fundamental sets. On theother hand, frames have hardly been considered in Approximation Theory as an object of interest,and, in fact, our initial development of the frame material in [RS1-3] was done \from scratch".While this somewhat cavalier approach might have had its own advantages, it also, inevitably,resulted in the re-invention of known and even classical results (the Zak transform and the [DGM]painless construction of WH frames were among our early \innovations"). Communications we hadin late 1992 with Chris Heil had helped us in drawing connections between our work and the richframe literature.Our �rst presentation of the duality principle (in Oberwolfach, Summer 1993) had led toseveral very useful discussions with Hans Feichtinger and with some of his Vienna group people.In particular, numerical experiments conducted by Sigang Qiu had helped us in correcting theconstant that appears in Theorem 2.3. 4



Selected results from x2 (such as Theorems 2.2 and 2.3) and x4 are announced in [RS2]. Afterreceiving a copy of [RS2], Meir Zibulski from the Technion, Israel, had brought to our attention thearticles [TO1,2] and [ZZ]. The former establishes the univariate equivalent of part (f) of Theorem2.2, while the latter derives the univariate equivalents of part (a,b) of Theorem 4.5, as well as ofsome other results from x4.About the time we were essentially done with the present endeavour, Ingrid Daubechies hadbrought to our attention Janssen's paper [J] and her joint paper with the Landaus [DLL]. Bothpapers deal with the same phenomenon that we describe in x2 here. Speci�cally, both containstatements equivalent to our Theorem 2.3, but under the additional assumptions that the underlyingframe is univariate and fundamental. Both also contain results equivalent to the univariate case ofparts (a,e) of our Theorem 2.2, including the connections between the frame bounds asserted in thattheorem. It is probably correct to consider the three articles [J], [DLL], and ours as \simultaneousand independent", and it is worth mentioning that the techniques employed in these papers arequite di�erent: [J] ampli�es the approach of Tolimieri and Orr, [DLL] invokes what they call\the Wexler-Raz identity", while our development follows the �berization techniques of [RS1]. Wedecided to abstain from expanding our paper in directions that may be suggested from the readingof [J] and [DLL], with the following single exception: in x3.3, we show how the Wexler-Raz identitycan be observed by using our decomposition-�berization techniques.We would like to extend our thanks to all the people whose contributions are detailed above.A �nal remark: our results are always derived in a multivariate setup, and deal with systemswhich are not necessarily fundamental in L2(IRd). It is probably true that no signi�cant simpli�ca-tion of arguments would have occurred, had we chosen to restrict attention to univariate systems.In contrast, the treatment of non-fundamental systems seems to be harder than their fundamentalcounterparts, at least from the standpoint of the tools we borrowed from [RS1] for either case.2. Fiberization of WH systems and selected applications2.1. The duality principleWe start our discussion here with the introduction of the (new) notion of the adjoint of thePWH system (K;L)'.Given ' 2 L2(IRd), we associate each X = (K;L)' with another PWH system, denoted byX�, referred to hereafter as the adjoint system of X, and de�ned byX� := (eL; eK)':We also refer to (eL; eK) as the adjoint (K;L)� of (K;L). Note that the density parameter of X� isreciprocal to that of X:(2:1) den(X)den(X�) = 1:The system X is said to be self-adjoint if X = X� (i.e., if K = eL). Note that all self-adjointsystems are of density 1 (as follows at once from (2.1)), but not vice-versa, unless d = 1, as shownby the following example. 5



Example. Assume that X is a univariate PWH system. Then, (K;L) = (pZZ; 2�qZZ) for someparameters p; q > 0. Here, den(X) = (pq)�1. The adjoint system is (eL; eK) = (ZZ=q; 2�ZZ=p),and its density is, indeed, pq. If pq = 1, the adjoint system coincides with the original system.Consequently, a univariate PWH system is self-adjoint if and only if its density is 1.We prove in x2.2 the following result concerning the connection between a PWH system Xand its adjoint X�.Theorem 2.2. Let X be a normalized PWH system. Then:(a) X is a Bessel system if and only if X� is one. In that case, kTX�k2 = den(X�)kTXk2.(b) Suppose that X is a Bessel system. Then X� is a basis if and only if X is fundamental.(c) X� is a frame if and only if X is a frame. In that case, kTX�j�1k�2 = den(X�)kTXj�1k�2.(d) X� is a tight frame if and only if X is a tight frame.(e) X� is a Riesz basis if and only if X is a fundamental frame.(f) X� is an orthonormal basis if and only if X is a fundamental tight frame.We note that the core claims in the above theorem are (a-c), with the rest being simplecorollaries. Speci�cally, (d) follows directly from (a)+(c), (e) follows from (b)+(c), and (f) followsfrom (d)+(e). The statement in (b) is actually valid even when X is not Bessel, if one de�nes thenappropriately the notion of a \basis". Finally, note that the roles of X and X� in the theorem cancertainly be interchanged (since X�� = X).Remark. The paper [TO2] precedes us in observing the connection (in the univariate setup)between a set (pZZ; 2�qZZ)' and (ZZ=q; 2�ZZ=p)'. The univariate case of part (f) of Theorem 2.2can already be found in that reference.Theorem 2.2 is complemented by the following theorem concerning the relation between thedual systems of X and X�. Roughly speaking, it shows that the actions of taking adjoint andtaking dual commute. In phrasing this result, we already took advantage of the well-known (andsimple) fact that the dual system of a PWH frame (K;L)' is of the form (K;L) (cf. Theorem 3.2of [BW]), i.e., is also a PWH system. This means that the notion of \the adjoint (RXX)� of thedual system RXX of X" is well-de�ned for every PWH system X.Theorem 2.3. Let X be a PWH frame generated by ', X� its adjoint frame. Then the dual ofthe adjoint is the adjoint of its dual; more precisely,RX�X� = (denX)(RXX)�:In particular, RX�' = (denX)RX':In words, the generator of the dual frame of X�, is the same as the generator of the dual frame ofX, up to the (important) multiplicative constant denX.Remark 2.4. Our argument in proving the above theorem (in fact, its �rst half) supports abroader claim: if Y = (K;L) is any dual system of X (i.e., if TXT �Y is the identity on the closedspan of X), then (denX)Y � is a dual system for X�.6



Though, for computing the dual frame of X, one merely needs to �nd its generator  , thistask is rather di�cult in general, since no bi-orthogonality relations exist between X and its dualframe. On the other hand, if X is a fundamental frame, its adjoint is a Riesz basis, hence the dualof this adjoint is characterized by the standard bi-orthogonality relations. Theorem 2.3 asserts thatthe generator of the dual frame of X� is, up to the multiplicative constant denX, the same as thegenerator of the dual frame of X, and thus suggests a simpler avenue for computing the generatorof the dual frame of the fundamental X.We refer to the relations between X and X� that are expressed in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 (aswell as to (2.10), which is the technical ground for all these connections) as the duality principleof WH systems.Remark. In [RS2], Theorem 2.3 is announced with a (-n incorrect) multiplicative constant(denX)1=2. The fact that our constant was awed was revealed in numerical experiments conductedby Hans Feichtinger and Sigang Qiu (from Vienna), and we are grateful to them for pointing outthis fact to us.Three immediate, essentially well-known, corollaries are derived below as an illustration of thee�cacy of the duality principle. Further corollaries and applications of the duality principle arecollected in x3.1. These other ones include (a) review and extensions of the \painless construction ofWH tight frames" from [DGM], (b) results on frames generated by functions that are non-negativeor that their Fourier transform is such, (c) partial orthogonality relations that a tight WH frameof a special structure, dubbed \sup-adjoint" herein, must satisfy, and more.Corollary 2.5. A self-adjoint X is a fundamental frame if and only if it is a Riesz basis.This property follows directly from (e) of Theorem 2.2. The \only if" implication is well-known(cf. Theorem 3.7 of [BW] which contains a proof of that implication for cartesian lattices).Another conclusion, whose univariate case can be found in p. 81 of [D2], is as follows.Corollary 2.6. Let X be a normalized fundamental PWH frame. Then the frame bounds A;Bof X satisfy A � denX � B:In particular, the frame bound(s) of a normalized fundamental PWH tight frame is denX.Proof: By (e) of Theorem 2.2, the adjoint X� of X is a Riesz basis. Denoting by A0; B0the Riesz bounds of X�, it is clear that A0 � 1 � B0 (since TX� maps a sequence of norm 1, viz.the �-sequence, to the function ', whose norm is 1 by assumption). An application of Theorem2.2, parts (a,c), then yields the desired results on the frame bounds of X.The third illustrating corollary is the following:Corollary 2.7. Let X be a PWH system. Then, X can never be a fundamental frame for L2(IRd)unless denX � 1.The (strikingly simple) proof of that fact is based on the following7



Lemma 2.8. Let ' be the generator of a PWH fundamental frame X. Let  be the generator ofthe frame dual to X, i.e.  = RX'. Thenh'; i = (denX)�1:Proof: By (e) of Theorem 2.2, X� is a Riesz basis, whose dual system is generated (Theo-rem 2.3) by (denX) . The bi-orthogonality relations between a Riesz basis and its dual basis thenimply that h'; (denX) i = 1:Proof of Corollary 2.7. Let RX be the frame dual to X. We recall that, for every f 2 L2, T �RXfis the (unique) minimal-norm sequence in the pre-image T�1X f . Choosing f := ', and taking intoaccount the fact that T�1X ' contains one sequence of norm 1 (viz. the sequence that is 1 at ' andzero elsewhere), we conclude that kT �RX'k � 1. In particular, with  the generator of the dualframe, jh'; ij � 1 (since this number is one of the values of the sequence T �RX'). Combining theabove with Lemma 2.8, we conclude that(denX)�1 = h'; i � 1:Hence, indeed, X is a high-density system.It is known that the univariate analog of Corollary 2.7 does not require X to be a frame, onlya fundamental set. However, the simple argument for the univariate case (that appears in p. 978 of[D1]) applies only to the case when denX is rational (which is the univariate counterpart of what wecall here compressible PWH systems, see x4, particularly Corollary 4.7). The original proof of thisresult for a general low-density invoked involved results from [R]. Since the completion of the presentpaper, several, relatively elementary proofs of this phenomenon were brought to our attention (cf.[RaS], [J], [DLL]). In particular, [RaS] establishes a general low-density result, without assumingX to be a frame and without assuming the modulation-shift lattice to be disconjugate (i.e., of theform K � L).The argument that was used to prove Corollary 2.7 easily implies the following further estimate.Proposition 2.9. Let Y be the frame dual to the PWH fundamental frame X. Let ' be thegenerator of the frame X, and  the generator of Y . Then,Xy2Y n jh'; yij2 � 1� (denX)�2:
2.2. Fiberization and the Gramian matricesLet X = (K;L)� be a WH system (�, say, �nite). Then, X is K-shift-invariant, in the sensethat each of the shift operators Ek : f 7! f(�+ k); k 2 K8



maps X 1-1 onto itself. The reference [RS1] suggests, for a generalK-shift-invariantX, the study ofTX and T �X via a decomposition process of these two operators into a collection of \�ber" operatorsthat are simpler for analysis. For that purpose, we consider the set X as the collection of allK-shifts of the set L� := fel' : ' 2 �; l 2 Lg:The basic object in the approach of [RS1] was the pre-Gramian matrix J := JX . In thepresent case (i.e., of the WH system X), the pre-Gramian is an in�nite matrix with L2-valuedentries, whose rows are indexed by eK, whose columns are indexed by L�, and whose (k; ('; l)) 2( eK � L�)-entry is jKj�1=2 b'(�+ k + l):We let J(w) be the evaluation of J at any w 2 IRd. Taking a standard matrix conjugation of J , weobtain the formal adjoint J�. We use the collection (J(w))w2IRd for the representation of TX , andthe collection (J�(w))w2IRd for the representation of T �X .Already at this initial stage, we are ready to present the most crucial observation concerningthe duality principle. With X the PWH set (K;L)', let us compute the w-value of the pre-GramianJX�(w) of the adjoint X� = (eL; eK)': the entries of the pre-Gramian of this adjoint arejeLj�1=2 b'(w + l + k); (l; k) 2 (L; eK); w 2 IRd:It follows, thus, that, for every w 2 IRd,(2:10) JX�(w) = jKj1=2jeLj1=2 J�X(w) = (denX)�1=2J�X(w):Thus, roughly speaking (that is, ignoring the unitary transformation of taking complex conjugation,and ignoring the multiplicative constant (denX)�1=2), the pre-Gramian of X� equals pointwise tothe adjoint pre-Gramian of X; this is the essence of the duality principle.At this point, the discussion can be advanced in two di�erent complementary ways. The �rst,which we present here, fully invokes the �berization results of [RS1]. Roughly speaking, theseresults imply that the basic norm bounds of TX can be computed via a separate inspection of each�ber JX(w) of JX . This, when combined with (2.10), will provide an immediate proof for almostall statements in Theorem 2.2. The other approach aims at direct connections between the twooperators TX� and T �X , and is presented in x3.2.Though the entire study of the decomposition idea can be performed by the pre-Gramianand its adjoint, we found it more convenient to express the various results in terms of Hermitianmatrices. That is, the matrixG(w) := GX(w) := J�(w)J(w) = jKj�1(Xk2eK b'(w + k + l) b'0(w + k + l0))(';l);('0;l0)2L� ;and eG(w) := eGX(w) := J(w)J�(w) = jKj�1( Xl2L;'2� b'(w + k + l)b'(w + k0 + l))k;k02eK :9



We refer to G as the Gramian of X and to eG as the dual Gramian of X. The entries of bothmatrices can be easily shown to be locally integrable, hence, in particular, are well-de�ned a.e..In what sense do the Gramian matrices represent the operators T �X and TX? Thedetailed discussion of this point is provided in x3.2. An example of that representation is as follows:let X = (K;L)' and Y = (K;L) be two PWH systems. Let Uw be the map that assigns tof 2 L2(IRd) the eK-valued sequence bf(w + eK). Then, for every f 2 L2(IRd) and a.e. w 2 IRd,(2:11) Uw(TY T �Xf) = (JY J�X)(w)(Uwf):In words, the value of the Fourier transform of TY T �Xf at w is the 0th entry of (JY J�X)(w) bf (w+ eK).Discussion: observing the Wexler-Raz identity via �berization. The Wexler-Raz identityfrom [WR] is a key ingredient in the approach taken in [DLL]. A complete proof of that identityvia our �berization techniques is given in x3.3. The essence of that analysis can already presentednow: let X;Y;Z be three PWH systems generated by '; ; g respectively and sharing the sameshift lattice K and modulation lattice L. Then, the WR identity says thatT T �g ' = (denZ)T'�T �g� ;where we have denoted each lattice by its generator; i.e., T is the synthesis operator of Y , T'� isthe synthesis operator of X�, etc.In order to provide a taste of this identity, we transform it to the Fourier domain, and employ(2.11). Ignoring all normalization constants as well as possible complex conjugations, we obtain(since, up to multiplicative constants, J'� = J�' and J�g� = Jg)J (w)J�g (w)Uw' = J�'(w)Jg(w)Uw :That last identity follows from the obvious relationJ (w)J�g (w)J'(w) = J�'(w)Jg(w)J (w);since Uwf is the 0th column in the matrix Jf (w).We turn now to a brief discussion of the core of the [RS1] observations. For that, we considereach (more precisely, almost each) G(w) as a densely de�ned operator from `2(L�) into itself, and,similarly, each eG(w) as a densely de�ned operator from `2( eK) into itself. Whenever the relevantoperator is well-de�ned and bounded, it is extended by continuity to the entire `2(L�) (`2( eK)). Theinverse operators G(w)�1, eG(w)�1, and the pseudo-inverse operators G(w)�1j , eG(w)�1j are de�nedin the same way described in the introduction.The pertinent result here, which is stated below, follows from Corollary 3.2.2, Theorem 3.3.5and Theorem 3.4.1 of [RS1]. 10



Theorem 2.12. Let X be a WH system as above, associated with a Gramian G and a dualGramian eG. Consider the following functions (if G(w) is the 0-operator, we de�ne its partialinverse to be 0, too. Also, if the underlying operator is not well-de�ned or is unbounded, its normequals 1, by de�nition):G := GX : IRd ! IR+ : w 7! kG(w)k ;G� := G�X : IRd ! IR+ : w 7! k eG(w)k ;G� := G�X : IRd ! IR+ : w 7! kG(w)�1k ;G�� := G��X : IRd ! IR+ : w 7! k eG(w)�1k ;G�j := G�jX : IRd ! IR+ : w 7! kG(w)�1j k ;G��j := G��jX : IRd ! IR+ : w 7! k eG(w)�1j k :Then, the following is true.(a) The following conditions are equivalent:(i) X is a Bessel system.(ii) G 2 L1.(iii) G� 2 L1.Furthermore, kTk2 = kT �k2 = kGkL1 = kG�kL1 .(b) Assume X is a Bessel system. Then the following conditions are equivalent.(i) X is a frame.(ii) G�j 2 L1.(iii) G��j 2 L1.Furthermore, kT�1j k2 = kT �j�1k2 = kG�j kL1 = kG��j kL1 .(c) Assume X is a Bessel system. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) X is a Riesz basis.(ii) G� 2 L1.Furthermore, kT�1k2 = kG�kL1 .(d) Assume X is a Bessel system. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) X is a fundamental frame.(ii) G�� 2 L1.Furthermore, kT ��1k2 = kG��kL1 .(e) Assume X is a frame. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) X is a tight frame.(ii) G� = G��j a.e.(iii) G = G�j , a.e.If X is fundamental, the last three conditions are also equivalent to:(iv) G� = G�� a.e.(f) Assume X is a Riesz basis. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) X is orthogonal.(ii) G = G� a.e.Since taking complex conjugation is certainly a unitary operation, we conclude from (2.10)that G�X = (denX)GX� ;11



G�X� = (denX)G�X� ;etc. Parts (a,c,e) of Theorem 2.2 then follow from these relations when combined with the variousassertions of Theorem 2.12. As mentioned before, parts (d,f) of Theorem 2.2 follow from (a,c,e),and, �nally, a direct proof of (b) is given in x3.2.We now prove Theorem 2.3. The basic idea behind the proof is relatively simple, and supportsa broader claim. To begin with, if Y = (K;L) is the dual frame of X = (K;L)', then thetwo operators TXT �Y and T �Y TX are orthogonal projectors, implying that the corresponding pre-Gramian products JXJ�Y and J�Y JX are orthogonal projectors, too. At this point our decompositiontechniques are employed: the analysis part of Lemma 4.1 of [RS1] asserts that almost each ofthe corresponding �ber operators is an orthogonal projector, (2.10) then converts that propertyto the �bers of the corresponding adjoint systems, and the synthesis part of that Lemma 4.1 isthen invoked to conclude that (up to the right multiplicative constant) T �X�TY � and TY �T �X� areorthogonal projectors. However, that, in general, does not imply that Y � is the dual frame of X�,until one veri�es that X� and Y � span the same subspace of L2(IRd) (cf. Corollary 1.3.9 of [RS1]).The fact that X� and Y �, indeed, span the same space follows from the fact that the kernels of thesynthesis operators of two dual systems (viz. X and Y ) are identical (Proposition 1.3.7 of [RS1]).However, the entire argument sketched above, including all missing details, had already beendetailed in Corollary 4.4 of [RS1], which, as a matter of fact, was tailored there for the proof ofTheorem 2.3. All we need here is to carefully compute the constants that arise when convertingthe shift-invariant setup of that corollary from the lattice ZZd to general lattices.Proof of Theorem 2.3. With  = RX' the generator of the frame dual to X, set  0 := (denX) ,and Y := (eL; eK) 0 . Our objective is to show that Y is the dual frame of X�.The basis of the duality principle is the identi�cation of JX� as (denX)�1=2J�X : With RX thedual frame of X, our de�nition of  0 and Y imply also thatJY = (denX)1=2J�RX :This establishes the relation we need for the application of Corollary 4.4 of [RS1], with the followingadditional remark: the corollary assumes the underlying systems to be ZZd-shift-invariant, hencerequires relations such as JXJ�RX = J�X�JY . Though our systems are K- or eL-shift invariant, thesame relation should still be required (i.e., without any normalization factors; this is due to the factthat we use throughout normalized pre-Gramians). We had normalized  0 exactly for that purpose,and consequently obtain the relations \just right" (save an extra harmless complex-conjugation).With these clari�cation in hand, we invoke the above-mentioned Corollary 4.4 to obtain that,indeed, Y is the dual frame of X�.Remark. Here is, for a fundamental X, the argument that proves Remark 2.4: Y is a dual systemfor the fundamental X if and only if TXT �Y = id if and only if JX(w)J�Y (w) = id for a.e. w. Asimilar chain for the adjoint systems, together with (2.10) then completes the proof.12



2.3. Gramian analysis: oversamplingBy Gramian analysis we mean any method that studies the WH system X := (K;L)� via itsGramian and dual Gramian �bers without transforming these �bers any more.For example, one may attempt to estimate the frame bounds of a fundamentalX by computingthe norm and inverse norm of each �ber eG(w) of the dual Gramian. That, however, may appear tobe impractical: after all eG(w) is still a matrix of in�nite order, hence represents an operator that,albeit much simpler than T , is not that transparent for analysis.However, if one aims at estimating (rather then computing exactly) the frame bounds of X,then the Gramian matrices provide a convenient venue for it. For example, one may compute the`1-norm of a typical row of eG(w), and then takes the maximum over all possible rows and all �berseG(w). The result, in view of Theorem 2.12, bounds the upper frame bound from above. In fact, itis easy to perform this computation to obtain that, with X = (K;L)',jKj kT �Xk2 � kXk2eK jXl2LEk+l b'El b'jkL1(IRd):The detailed derivation of the various estimates on the frame bounds is found in x3.4 (inparticular, Theorem 3.21 and Theorem 3.27). Since results analogous to some of those statementscan be found in [D1] and in [TO2], it is worth mentioning here a di�erence between the results in theaforementioned references and the estimates provided by Gramian analysis. That di�erence maybe easily understood by the following illustration: suppose that (fi)i2I is a collection of functionsde�ned on some common domain A. Then, in general, the conditionB1 :=Xi2I sup jfij <1;is stronger than the condition B2 := supXi2I jfij <1:Furthermore, one usually has B2 < B1. The results and estimates of [D1] and [TO2] are based onthe �niteness and \smallness" of quantities de�ned as B1 above, while our results below are basedon quantities de�ned similarly to the number B2 above, and thus are �ner than their univariatecounterparts in the literature.An interesting application of Gramian analysis, that is fully detailed here, is connected to theidea of oversampling, when one increases the density of X in order to stabilize the system. Thisidea appears, for example, in [FG] and [D1] (see also [D2]), and its particular implementation hereis as follows: let X = (K;L)' be a WH-system. Suppose that we �x L and ', but vary the volumeof K. As K becomes denser, X is more likely to become a frame. This prediction is nicely reectedin the dual Gramian: as K becomes denser, eK become sparser; thus, while the diagonal entryof any row of jKj eG(w), is independent of the choice of K, the 1-norm of the o�-diagonal entriesof this row is sensitive to the sparsity of eK. Speci�cally, if b' decays reasonably fast (i.e., if ' issmooth enough), we expect this `1-norm to decay to zero, (uniformly so over all rows and �bers).Analogously, if ' is nicely localized, we may switch from (K;L)' to (L;K)b' (hence will oversample13



the modulations rather than the shifts). So, roughly speaking, under some basic conditions onthe smoothness (decay) of ', we should be able to obtain a frame from the Bessel system X byincreasing the density of K (L, respectively). A special result in this direction follows (we presentonly the PWH-version of this result; the extension to general WH systems is notational). In thisresult, as well as in other results of this section, we use the notationb�(s) := b�L(s) := kXl2LEl(b' Es b')kL1(IRd):Theorem 2.13. Let X := (K;L)' be a Bessel system. Assume that(a) The sequence fb�(s)gs2eK is summable (i.e., lies in `1( eK)).(b) The shifts f'(� � l)gl2eL form a Riesz basis (respectively, a frame) with Riesz (frame) boundsA and B.Then, for all su�ciently large integer n, the PWH system Xn := (K=n;L)' is a fundamental frame(frame, respectively). Furthermore,limn!1 kTXnk2n = denX B; limn!1 kTXnj�1k�2n = denX A:Proof: We prove only the case when F := f'(� � l)gl2eL is a Riesz basis. For that, setA(s; �) :=Xl2LEl(b' Es b'):It is well-known (cf. e.g. [RS1], [BW]), that F being a Riesz basis (or frame) is equivalent hereto the following two conditions: (i): b�(0) < 1 (which is equivalent to F being a Bessel system),and (ii): b�(0) := ess infIRd A(0; �) > 0: (for frame: b�(0) := ess inf�(F )A(0; �) > 0; where �(F ) isthe spectrum of F ; cf. [RS1] for details). It is furthermore known that the frame bounds of F areB = kTF k2 = b�(0)=jeLj and A = kTF�1k�2 = b�(0)=jeLj.De�neKn := K=n. Then, eKn = n eK, and hence, since b�jeK , is summable, cn := kb�k`1(eKnn0) ! 0as n!1. By Theorem 3.21,kTXnk2n � (b�(0) + cn)njKnj = jeLjjKj�1(kTF k2 + jeLj�1cn)! (denX)kTF k2 = (denX)B:Further, the same theorem provides the simpler estimatekTXnk2n � b�(0)njKnj = (denX)B;and the �rst claim is thus established.We now prove the other claim. Choosing n large enough, we can guarantee that (b�(0)�cn) > 0.Theorem 3.27 then implies that Xn is a fundamental frame and thatkTXn�1k�2n � (b�(0)� cn)njKnj ! jeLjjKj�1A = (denX)A:14



Again, the converse inequality is straightforward. By the de�nition of b�(0) we can �nd, for any" > 0, a set of positive measure 
" such that A(0; w) < b�(0) + " for every w 2 
". SincejKnj�1A(0; w) is a diagonal element of eGXn(w), (regardless of the value of n), we conclude thatG��Xn � jKnj(b�(0) + ")�1 on 
". By letting "! 0, we obtainnkTXnj�1k2 = nkG��XnkL1 � jKj=b�(0) = ((denX)A)�1:The theorem suggests the construction of \snug frames" (Daubechies' terminology, meaningthat the frame is \almost" tight) by \going to the limit" with a smooth orthonormal system: onestarts with an orthonormal system F := f'(� � j)gj2ZZd . If b' decays fast enough, one expectsthe function b�ZZd to be summable. This means that for almost every lattice K, fb�ZZd(k)gk2eK issummable. By taking X := (K=n;ZZd)' for su�ciently large n, one obtains an \almost tight" framefor L2(IRd). If F is \merely" tight frame, the same procedure applies, only that the fundamentalityof X is lost.As alluded to before, an alternative construction applies to functions which decay nicely, but,say, are not very smooth. In that case, one requires fb'(� ��)g�2ZZd to be orthonormal, de�nes thefunction � with respect to ' instead of b', and proceeds by oversampling the modulations ratherthan the translations. Again, the construction in [D1] can be viewed as a particular instance ofthat strategy. Indeed, in case d = 1, the following result is intimately related to Theorems 2.5 and2.6 of [D1].Theorem 2.14. Let X := (K;L)' be a Bessel system. De�ne�(s) := �K(s) := kXk2KEk('Es')kL1(IRd):Assume that(a) The sequence f�(s)gs2eL is summable (i.e., lies in `1(eL)).(b) The eK-modulations of ' form a Riesz basis (a frame), with Riesz (frame) bounds A and B.Then, for all su�ciently large integer n, the PWH system Xn := (K;L=n)' is a frame (which isfundamental in the Riesz case). Furthermore,limn!1 kTXnk2n = denX B; limn!1 kTXnj�1k�2n = denX A:We also remark that some improvements are available in case b�L (respectively, �K) satis�esslightly better decay conditions than the mere assumption b�L 2 `1( eK) (respectively, �K 2 `1(eL)).For example, if b�L (respectively, �K) is majorized by a radially symmetric non-increasing summablefunction b�0 (respectively, �0), then it is easy to see that for any lattice K, (respectively, L) and forsu�ciently large positive (not necessarily integer) n, the system (K=n;L)' (respectively, (K;L=n)')is a frame. 15



2.4. Zak transform analysisThe Gramian analysis is crude in the sense that, generally speaking, it fails to take intoaccount possible cancellations in the application of the operators G(w) and eG(w). However, thereare cases when the Gramian G(w) and the dual Gramian eG(w) are intimately connected with a�nite collection of convolution operators, and, in such cases, the Gramian matrix norms can bemore accurately computed via the symbols of the underlying convolution operators. In this sectionwe overview this approach, and provide the complete details in x4. The Zak transform enters thediscussion naturally, as the symbol of the relevant convolution operator. As already mentioned inthe introduction, the reference [ZZ] contains, in the univariate setup, results which are equivalentto some of the results obtained here in this direction.In the context of the duality principle, we discussed various types of WH systems that admitspecial properties, for example, a self-adjoint system. Zak transform analysis leads to a further,more systematic, classi�cation of WH systems as follows:(a) A PWH self-adjoint system, X = X�. In this case, the Gramian/dual Gramian �ber operatoris a convolution operator. A single function, the symbol of that convolution operator, can thenbe used to analyse completely the \basis" properties of X.(b) A WH system X = (K;L)� that is self-adjoint in the sense that eK = L. The Gramian �bersare now shown to be a vector of convolution operators: a row vector in the dual Gramian case,and a column vector in the Gramian case. \Frame properties" of X can still be analysed herewith the aid of a single function (viz., the sum of squares of symbols).(c) A sup-adjoint PWH system X. By de�nition, this means that X� � X (i.e., eK � L; inone dimension, this is the case of integral density). This system can be observed to be aspecial case of the systems discussed in (b). In fact, the same applies to sup-adjoint systemgenerated by several functions: in all these cases the dual Gramian can be compressed into asingle function, a function which, in a univariate setup, was already put into good use in [D1](being the way Daubechies derives her \exact bounds", cf. p. 982 of [D1]). Due to the dualityprinciple, the analysis of PWH sup-adjoint systems extends to their adjoint systems, termedhere as sub-adjoint.(d) Compressible WH systems. This is the most general case our Zak transform analysisapplies to. It is de�ned as the case when the lattice eK \ L has a �nite index in L; in onedimension this is equivalent to rational density. In this case, the Gramian and dual Gramian�bers are shown to be matrix-valued convolution operators. The order of the relevant matrixis the index of eK \L in L (respectively, in eK) for the Gramian operator (respectively, for thedual Gramian operator).In the rest of this subsection, we outline the analysis of sup-adjoint systems. The extensionof these observations to compressible WH systems is discussed in x4. Note that the sup-adjointassumption eL � K implies, in the PWH case, that eK � L, implying thereby that X� = (eL; eK)' �(K;L)'. Thus, indeed, the condition X� � X is equivalent to eL � K. Note that denX here is theindex of eL in K, hence is an integral number. In fact, in one dimension sup-adjoint systems arecharacterized by their integral density. 16



Example. Assume K = ZZd. Then the condition eL � ZZd is equivalent to the condition that Lis a superset of 2�ZZd. Therefore, (ZZd; L)' is sup-adjoint if and only if L is superlattice of 2�ZZd.Thus, all PWH systems of the form (ZZd; 2�ZZd=n)', n integer, are sup-adjoint.Given a sup-adjoint X = (K;L)�, we have that eK is a subgroup of L. We set�for (any representer set of) the �nite quotient group L= eK. Introducing the set�� := fM' : ' 2 �;  2 �g;we see that(2:15) (K;L)� = (K; eK)�� :This means that every sup-adjoint system X can be viewed as a WH system (K; eK)	. Hence weassume without loss that X = (K; eK)�.Let us inspect the pre-Gramian J�X of such X. Here, the rows of J�X are indexed by � � eK.We organize J�X in row-blocks ('; eK), ' 2 �, and denote the corresponding block by J�'. Then, weobserve that, for any �xed w 2 IRd, the rows of J�'(w) comprise the set of all eK-shifts of sequencea';w : eK ! C : ek 7! jKj�1=2 b'(w + ek):Consequently (with possible some minor re-indexing), the mapJ�'(w) : `2( eK)! `2( eK) : c 7! J�'(w)cis the convolution c 7! a';w � c:This implies that the entire map J�X(w) is a vector-valued convolution operator:(2:16) J�X(w) : `2( eK)! `2(�� eK) : c 7! (a';w � c)'2�:It easily follows from that that the operator JX(w) can be identi�ed with the convolution operatorJX(w) : `2(�� eK)! `2( eK) : (c')'2� 7! X'2� a�';w � c';where a�';w is the sequence t 7! a';w(�t). Altogether, we obtain the following.Proposition 2.17. Let X be the self-adjoint WH system (K; eK)�, and � � L2(IRd) be �nite.Then, for each w 2 IRd the dual Gramian operator eG(w) is a convolution operator of the formeG(w) : `2( eK)! `2( eK) : c 7! X'2� a';w � a�';w � c:17



Theorem 2.12 reduces the study of various properties of X to a corresponding study of the�ber operators ( eG(w))w. In the present case, eG(w) is a convolution operator, and therefore allproperties and quantities in question may be studied via the symbol of the convolution, i.e., itsFourier series. In the present case, we need to compute the symbol of(2:18) X'2� a';w � a�';w:The relevant symbol is a multivariate variant of the Zak transform, a notion that we nowde�ne. First, let L be some lattice in IRd. Let I be any linear isomorphism between L and its dualeL (e.g., choose a basis for L, map it to its dual basis in eL and extend the map by linearity). ThenZLf(w; t) :=Xk2L f(w + k)eIk(t); f 2 L2(IRd):When considering ZLf as de�ned on 
L�
L, ZL is an isometry from a dense subspace of L2(IRd)into a dense subspace of L2(
L � 
L) (with the latter being normalized appropriately), henceextends to an isometry between these two spaces. This fact is well-known in the univariate case(cf. p. 976 of [D1]) and extends to the multivariate case with no di�culty. The details of the mapI will be insigni�cant, and we will suppress it and writeZLf(w; t) =Xk2L f(w + k)eek(t):As one now easily computes, the symbol of (2.18) is the functionjKj�1X'2� jXk2K b'(w + ek)ekj2 = jKj�1X'2� jZ eK b'(w; �)j2:Before summarizing, we convert the above expression from the self-adjoint case to the sup-adjointcase. In the latter situation, the set � is replaced by the set ��, � := L= eK (cf. (2.15)) and thereforethe symbol becomes jKj�1X'2� X2L=eK jZ eK b'(w + ; �)j2 =: eZX(w; �):Corollary 2.19. Let X be a sup-adjoint system (K;L)�. Then, for a.e. w 2 IRd, the dual Gramian�ber eG(w) is a convolution operator with symboleZX(w; �) := jKj�1X'2� X2L=eK jZ eK b'(w + ; �)j2:Standard properties of convolution operators can now be combined with with Theorem 2.12,to obtain the following result concerning sup-adjoint X. The univariate counterpart of (a) and (b)of this result is known and can be found e.g., in [D1].18



Theorem 2.20. Let X = (K;L)�, � � L2 �nite, eK � L. Set � := L= eK, and denoteeZX := jKj�1X'2�X2� jZ eK(E b')j2:Then the following is true:(a) X is a Bessel system if and only if eZX 2 L1(IRd � IRd). Furthermore, kTXk2 = kT �Xk2 =k eZXkL1 :(b) Assume X is Bessel. Then X is a fundamental frame if and only if eZX is bounded below (awayfrom zero). Furthermore, kT �X�1k�2 = k1= eZXkL1 :(c) Assume that X is Bessel. Then X is a frame if and only if eZX is bounded below on its support.Furthermore, kTXj�1k�2 = kT �Xj�1k�2 = k1= eZXkL1(�); with � the relevant support.The above analysis also implies that, for a sup-adjoint X = (K;L)�, the operator TXT �X isrealized on the \Zak transform domain" as the multiplication(2:21) L2 3 f 7! eZXZ eKf:To make sure, deriving the last theorem directly from that observation is quite straightforward,in stark contrast with the amount of work required for proving Theorem 2.12 (which we invokedin our approach here). However, having already Theorem 2.12 at our disposition, our argumentcontributes further to the understanding of the connection between the Gramian analysis and theZak transform analysis.Since, in our Gramian analysis, we did not state results concerning the fundamentality of X,we had no result of this kind to transport into the Zak transform analysis. Nevertheless, it is easyto observe from (2.21) that X is fundamental if and only if eZX vanishes almost nowhere; further,the L2-functions whose Zak transform is supported on the complement of supp eZX comprise theorthogonal complement of X. Also, since the frame operator TXT �X is realized on the Zak transformdomain as multiplication by eZX , the dual frame operator is, necessarily, division by the samefunction, implying that the Zak transform of the generating functions of the dual frame is given byZ eK b'= eZX ;a well-known phenomenon for univariate fundamental frames. Here, 0=0 := 0. More discussionalong these lines is given near the end of this section, when we compare sub-adjoint systems to PSIspaces (in this regard, compare, also, (b) in the corollary below to Theorem 2.2.16 of [RS1]).Corollary 2.22. Let X be the sup-adjoint WH system (K;L)�, with dual Zak function eZX , whosesupport is �(X). Then:(a) The closed span of X consists of all L2-functions whose Zak transform Z eK is supported in�(X).(b) Assuming X to be a frame, its dual frame is of the form (K;L)	, where, for each  2 	, Z eK is supported on �(X) and de�ned there byZ eK := (Z eK')= eZX :19



In case � is a singleton, the duality principle (i.e. Theorem 2.2) allows us to obtain severaluseful results with respect to sub-adjoint systems, i.e., systems of the form (K;L)' where L � eK(or, equivalently, PWH systems X that satisfy X � X�). Here, X� is sup-adjoint, and the functioneZX� , written directly in terms of X (rather than in terms of X�) isjeLj�1X�2� jZL(E� b')j2;with � := eK=L:The duality principle can then be used to convert Theorem 2.20 to the language of sub-adjointsystems, with the relevant function beingZX := (denX) eZX� = jKj�1X�2� j(ZL b')(�+ �; �)j2:We omit this restated result.Discussion: Sub-adjoint systems as the WH analogue of PSI spaces. A PSI (=principalshift-invariant) space S(') is, by de�nition, the L2-closure of the shifts of the L2-function '. Thestudy of F := (E�')�2ZZd as a potential basis for S(') is the simplest among all studies of shift-invariant bases (cf. [RS1], [BW] and the references therein). Up to some technicalities, a functionf 2 S(') is identi�ed by the restriction of its Fourier transform to [0; 2�]d, hence the rest of itsFourier transform values are somewhat \redundant" information. Closely related to that is the factthat each of the \�ber spaces" (obtained by restricting the Fourier transform of S(') to a lattice ofthe form w+2�ZZd) is either one- or zero-dimensional. The Gramian matrix here is of order 1, andits single entry is the function [b'; b'] :=P�22�ZZd jb'(�+ �)j2; which simply computes the square ofthe norm of all �bers of '. It follows that, on the frequency domain, the relevant operator T �FTFis realized as the multiplication operator`2(TTd) 3 � 7! [b'; b']� 2 L2(IRd):The support of [b'; b'] is the spectrum of S(') (i.e., it is the set of all one-dimensional �bers) andis useful for �nding ker TX and its orthogonal complement.Analogously, in the case of a sub-adjoint WH X := (K;L)', a function f in the closed spanof X is essentially identi�ed by the restriction of its Fourier transform to 
eK + L. The �bers hereare indexed by 
eK � 
L, and each �ber space is an one- or zero-dimensional subspace of `2(�)(spanned by the evaluation of the pre-Zak vector at the corresponding (w; t)). The operator T �XTXis realized, on \the Zak transform domain" as multiplication by ZX . We de�ne theWH spectrumof X to be the support �(X) � 
eK � 
L of ZX . The generator  of the dual frame of X can befound exactly as in the PSI case (cf. (2.2.13) in [RS1]), that is, it can be computed �ber by �ber:ZL b := ZL b'=ZX ;20



with the division carried out only on the WH spectrum of X (more precisely, on the L-periodizationof that spectrum; one should be somewhat careful here, since ZL b' has 
L�
L as its fundamentaldomain, while ZX has 
eK � 
L as its fundamental domain. Thus, these expressions should beextended to an L-periodic expression in the �rst argument before the division can take place). Theanalogy goes on and on. For example, a suitable unitary transformation which maps `2(X) ontoL2(
eK � 
L) maps ker TX onto L2(
eKn�(X);
L) (compare with (2.2.8) and its previous displayin [RS1]).Our �nal discussion in this section concerns with oversampling and undersampling of WHsystems: Each sup-adjoint system can be realized as the result of oversampling a self-adjoint one,and each sub-adjoint system can be realized as the result of undersampling a self-adjoint system.Let X = (K; eK)' be the self-adjoint system, Y = (K;L)' its sup-adjoint counterpart (that iseK � L), and Y � the corresponding sub-adjoint. If X is a fundamental frame, then it is trivialto see that Y is such, too, and hence (by the duality principle, say) that Y � is a Riesz basis. Itis much less obvious to see that if X is a frame (not necessary fundamental), then both Y andY � are frames, too; it follows, however, from the analysis of the present subsection. In contrast,the converse does not follow: thus, while X can be viewed as an oversampled version of Y �, thepossible frame property of Y � may be lost during that process. In summary, the \oversampling"of a sub-adjoint frame does not preserve in general the frame property.3. Detailed Gramian analysis3.1. More applications of the duality principleWe �rst discuss the construction of WH systems generated by compactly supported functions.We then discuss partial orthogonality relations that are satis�ed by tight sup-adjoint systems, andconclude the section with various miscellaneous observations concerning the connection between aframe and its dual system.The duality principle yields a new proof (and in several dimensions) for the \painless construc-tion of tight WH frames" that was done in [DGM]. For that, suppose that we want to constructa fundamental frame for L2(IRd) of the form (K;L)', ' compactly supported. By the dualityprinciple, this is equivalent to constructing a Riesz basis (eL; eK)'. Since ' is compactly supported,we can choose eL su�ciently sparse to guarantee that the setsl + supp'; l 2 eLare disjoint. In such case, the task of ensuring that (eL; eK)' is a Riesz basis is reduced to ensuringthat Y := (ek')k2eK is a Riesz basis. Furthermore, if Y is only a frame, then X� is a frame, too,with the same frame bounds, hence X is a frame, though not a fundamental one.Corollary 3.1. Let X = (K;L)' be a normalized PWH system generated by a compactly sup-ported function ', and assume that the eL-shifts of ' have pairwise disjoint supports. Then (K;L)'is a frame if and only if the set Y := (ek')k2eK is a frame. The frame bounds of X are denX timesthe frame bounds of Y . Furthermore, X is fundamental if and only if Y is a Riesz basis, and X isfundamental and tight if and only if Y is orthonormal.21



As is well-known (and not hard to prove), Y above is a Riesz basis if and only if the functione'K := (Xk2K j'(�+ k)j2)1=2is bounded above and below (i.e., away from 0). Also, (by Theorem 2.2.7 of [RS1]; see also x7 of[BW]) Y is a frame if and only if e'K is bounded above and below on its support �Y , and the framebounds are(3:2) jKj ke'Kk2L1(�Y ); and jKj k1=e'Kk�2L1(�Y ):This yields, in view of Corollary 3.1, that the frame bounds of X are(3:3) jeLjke'Kk2L1(�Y ); and jeLjk1=e'Kk�2L1(�Y ):The computation of the dual frame is straightforward here. Indeed, the orthogonality betweenthe eL-shifts of ' implies that the function  that generates the dual frame of Y generates also theentire dual frame of X�. The simpli�cation is then due to the fact that computing the dual frameof Y is relatively easy (cf. [RS1]. The special case of a Riesz basis is well-known). The generator of the dual frame of Y is the function  := 'jKje'2K ;with the understanding that 0=0 := 0. This function generates the dual frame of Y , hence the dualframe of X�. In view of Theorem 2.3, we obtain that the frame dual to X is generated by := jeLj�1 'e'2K :We summarize these observations as follows:Corollary 3.4. Let X = (K;L)' be a normalized PWH (fundamental) system, and assume thatthe eL-shifts of ' have pairwise disjoint supports. Then:(a) X is a frame if and only if the function e'K is bounded above and away from 0 on its support�Y (with �Y = IRd in the fundamental case). Furthermore, the frame bounds of X arejeLjke'Kk2L1(�Y ); and jeLjk1=e'Kk�2L1(�Y ):(b) Assuming X to be a frame, the dual frame of X is the system (K;L) , where := jeLj�1 'e'2K :The analysis is applicable also in case b' rather than ' is compactly supported. One simplyapplies the same arguments to the system (L;K)b' instead of (K;L)'. Thus, for this case, theeK-shifts of b' are required to have disjoint supports.We had mentioned before the basic fact that a frame and its dual system fail to satisfy thebi-orthogonality relations that are satis�ed in the Riesz basis case. However, for sup-adjoint PWHsystems X, the bi-orthogonality relations are preserved, though only to a limited extent:22



Theorem 3.5. Every fundamental sup-adjoint (tight) frame X := (K;L)' is a union of the form(K;L)' = [g2G(K;L)�gof (denX)2 Riesz (orthogonal) bases. Here, G � (K;L)'.Proof: Let (Xi)i2I be the cosets of X� in X, and, with Y the dual frame of X, let (Yi)ibe the corresponding cosets of Y � in Y . By Theorem 2.3, (denX)Y � is the dual frame of X�.Assuming X to be fundamental, we know (from (e) of Theorem 2.2) that the pair (X�; (denX)Y �)is bi-orthogonal, and from that it easily follows that each pair (Xi; (denX)Yi) also consists of bi-orthogonal Riesz bases. Since each Xi is of the form g +X�, g 2 X, the result for a fundamentalframe follows, while the result for a fundamental tight frame follows from the orthonormality ofX� (Theorem 2.2, part (f)).Example. Suppose that X = (ZZd; 2�ZZd=n)', with n positive integer. Then X� = (nZZd; 2�ZZd)',hence X is indeed sup-adjoint. The cosets of X� in X are(k + nZZd; l=n+ 2�ZZd)'; k; l = 1; : : : ; n:A necessary and su�cient condition for X to be a fundamental tight frame is the orthogonalityof the subset (nZZd; 2�ZZd)'. In particular, one cannot get a sup-adjoint fundamental tight framewhose elements are not partially orthogonal in the above sense!While fundamental frames and fundamental tight frames can be constructed with some ease ifthe generator ' is known to be either compactly supported or band-limited, such frames can alsobe generated by functions which are neither compactly supported, nor band-limited. However, ifthe generator ' or its Fourier transform b' is positive (as is the case with the Gaussian kernel) onecannot use ' to construct a fundamental tight frame. In fact, a slightly more general result is true:Theorem 3.6. Let ' be a generator of a fundamental frame X. Let  be the generator of thedual frame. Then:(a) If ' > 0 a.e., then  assumes positive and negative values in a non-trivial way (i.e., on sets ofpositive measures).(b) If b' > 0 a.e., then b assumes positive and negative values in a non-trivial way.In particular, if ' 2 L2, and either ' > 0 a.e. or b' > 0 a.e, then, there exists no PWH fundamentaltight frame generated by '.Proof: If X = (K;L)' is a fundamental frame, then, by Theorem 2.2, X� is a Riesz basis,and, by Theorem 2.3,  is perpendicular to X�n'. Since this latter set contains functions that arepositive a.e. (of the form El', l 2 IRd), it follows that  cannot be essentially of one sign. Thisproves (a), while (b) follows by switching to the fundamental frame (L;K)b' and invoking (a).23



As Corollary 3.1 already indicates, the last result cannot be extended to functions ' which areonly positive on their support. However, the argument used above leads to the following partialconverse of Corollary 3.1.Corollary 3.7. Let X = (K;L)' be a fundamental tight frame, and assume that ' > 0 (respec-tively, b' > 0) a.e. on its support. Then the sets (l+supp')l2eL (respectively, (k+supp b')k2eK) areessentially disjoint.Proof: Since X is fundamental and tight, its adjoint X� is orthogonal. Thus, if supp' \(l+supp') has a positive measure, the positivity of ' implies that h';E�l'i > 0, and hence l 62 eL.The argument for b' is essentially the same.Example. If supp' = [0; a] and ' > 0 on (0; a), then Corollary 3.1 combined with Corollary 3.7show that (pZZ; qZZ)' is a fundamental tight frame if and only if the following two conditions hold:(a) aq � 2�.(b) Pj2ZZ j'(�+ jp)j2 is constant.Finally, we have already commented on the value of Theorem 2.3 for the computation of thegenerator of the dual frame of a fundamental frame. We add below some further details in thatdirection.Theorem 2.3, together with the duality principle, allows us to derive the following characteri-zation of the generator  of the dual of a fundamental PWH frame.Corollary 3.8. Let X = (K;L)' be a fundamental frame. Then the generator  of the dual frameof X is the only function in L2(IRd) that satis�es the following two conditions:(a)  2 ranTX� .(b) Pk2K Ek El+k' = jeLj�1�l;0; l 2 eL:Proof: Since X is a fundamental frame, its adjoint X� is a Riesz basis. By Theorem 2.3,(denX) generates the dual basis of X� = (eL; eK)'. Thus,  is characterized by the condition 2 ranTX� together with the bi-orthogonality conditionsh ;ElMk'i = (denX)�1�l;0�k;0; (l; k) 2 eL� eK:This last condition is equivalent to the stated condition (b) (after taking into account the fact that(denX)�1 = jeLj�1jKj:)Remark. Note that condition (a) trivially holds in the tight case. Thus one can easily concludefrom the last result that a normalized fundamental tight frame (K;L)' is characterized by thecondition(3:9) Xk2KEk'Ek+l' = jKj�1�l;0; l 2 eL:The case discussed in Corollary 3.1 can be identi�ed as a simple instance where condition (3.9)automatically holds for l 6= 0. 24



The result reduces the computation of  to solving a bi-in�nite linear system of equations.Under more restrictive conditions on the pair (K;L), we will show in section 4 that the computationof  can be achieved by solving a �nite system of linear equations (with function-valued coe�cients).3.2. Unitary relations between the analysis operator of a system and the synthesisoperator of its adjointWe have not discussed so far the exact meaning of the presentation provided by (J(w))w toT (and, analogously, by (J�(w))w to T �). A complete discussion of that point (in a more generalsetup), including the issue of well-de�nedness of these operators can be found in x1 of [RS1].In x2, we had circumvented entirely that point, and invoked instead the ready-to-use Theorem2.12. However, for the sake of the present development, we need at least a basic grasp of thatrepresentation. All WH systems considered in the present subsection are assumed to be Bessel.Given an indexed set K, and an open set 
 � IRd, letL2(
;K)be the Hilbert space of all functions from 
 to `2(K) which are measurable and square-integrable(in the sense of [H]). Given a WH system X = (K;L)', we may identify the space `2(X) withL2(
eK ; L) with the aid of the unitary map`2(X) 3 c 7! U1c;where(3:10) U1c(w; l) := dcj(K;l)(w):Here, dcj(K;l) is the Fourier series of the restriction of c to (K; l), and 
eK is any fundamental domainfor eK (i.e., 
eK + eK is an essential partition of IRd). We also identify L2(IRd) with L2(
eK ; eK) viathe map(3:11) L2(IRd) 3 f 7! U2f;with U2f(w;ek) := bf(w + ek): Interpreting JX as the operatorJX : L2(
eK ; L)! L2(
eK ; eK);de�ned by (JX�)(w; �) := JX(w)�(w; �); it follows, [RS1], that(3:12) U2TX = JXU1;hence that also(3:13) U1T �X = J�XU2:25



However, it will be erroneous to conclude, in view of the above and (2.10), that we had establishedan operator relation between, say, TX� and T �X . The reason is that, while, up to a constant, (2.10)indeed shows that both J�X and JX� are synthesized from the same �ber matrices, the two operatorsdi�er in their domain and target spaces: while J�X acts from L2(
eK ; eK) into L2(
eK ; L), JX� actsfrom L2(
L; eK) into L2(
L; L). Thus, �nding exact connections between the relevant operators ismore subtle than it may look like.Before we proceed, we sidetrack to list one corollary of the above discussion of independentinterest (though quite unrelated to the present course of development): in the form described above,it is clear that every space L2(
; eK) � L2(
eK ; eK) is an invariant subspace of the operator JY J�X ,for any Bessel X = (K;L)' and Y = (K;L) . Since the space L2(
; eK) represents all functionswhose Fourier transform is supported on 
 + eK, we arrive at the following conclusion.Corollary 3.14. Let X = (K;L)' and Y = (K;L) be any WH Bessel systems. Let � be ameasurable subset of IRd. Then:(a) If � is invariant under eK-shifts, then the space of all L2-functions whose Fourier transform issupported on � is an invariant subspace of TY T �X .(b) If � is invariant under eL-shifts, then the space of all L2-functions supported on � is an invariantsubspace of TY T �X .Proof: The �rst claim was proved in the paragraph preceding the corollary (the eK-invariance of � implies the existence of 
 � 
eK with � = 
 + eK). The second claim followsby an application of the �rst to bX := (L;K)b'.It will be technically more convenient to state our subsequent results in terms of themodi�edadjoint X 0 := (eL; eK)'�with '� : t 7! '(�t). The reason is that JX0 = JX� , and hence the connection between J�X andJX0 is somewhat nicer than (2.10):(3:15) JX0(w) = (denX)�1=2J�X(w):This implies that the details of unitary connections that we are going to discuss below are slightlysimpli�ed if we replace X� by X 0.We have just mentioned the main di�culty in establishing operator identities that connect theX and X� (or X 0). This di�culty disappears if we assume X to be self-adjoint. Indeed, in this caseL = eK, hence the pre-Gramian identities (2.10), (3.15) can be interpreted as identities betweenoperators. Thus, in the self-adjoint case, (2.10), (3.12) and (3.13) imply the following:Theorem 3.16. Let X be a self-adjoint WH system. Then there exists an isometry U : L2(IRd)!`2(X) such that T �X = UTX0U:Consequently, the operators TXT �X and T �X0TX0 are unitarily equivalent.In fact, the previous discussion reveals a possible operator U . It is composed of the Fouriertransform, followed by T �Y , when Y = (K;L)�, and � the characteristic function of 
eK = 
L.26



In more general setups, it is easier to derive connections between T �X and TX0 if one is will-ing to restrict the domain of these operators. Speci�cally, let 
 be any measurable subset of
eK \ 
L. Treating L2(
;L) (with L either eK or L) as a subspace of L2(
L;L), and recalling theisometry between this latter space and L2(IRd) (cf. (3.11)), one can �nd a subspace H := H
;Lof L2(IRd) (which is the space of all functions with Fourier transform supported on 
 + L) suchthat U2;LH = L2(
;L), with U2;L de�ned similarly to (3.11). In the same manner, following onthe de�nition of U1, (3.10), we may �nd subspaces S
;L of `2(X 0) and S
;eK of `2(X), togetherwith associated unitary maps U1;L (respectively U1;eK) that map S
;L (respectively, S
;eK) ontoL2(
; eK) � L2(
L; eK) (respectively, L2(
; L) � L2(
eK ; L)). Finally, we denote by IeK the \iden-tity map" that transforms L2(
; eK) from a subspace of L2(
eK ; eK) to a subspace of L2(
L; eK).Thus we have the chain of isometriesH
;eK �!U2;eK L2(
; eK) �!IeK L2(
; eK) �!U�1;L S
;L:Setting VeK := U�1;LIeKU2;eK ;we conclude that VeK is an isometry between H
;eK and S
;L. In a similar fashion, one can constructan isometry VL = U�1;eKILU2;L between H
;L and S
;eK :The key point in all this development is that, on L2(
; eK), (2.10) gives rise to the rigorousoperator relation (denX)�1=2J�X = ILJX0IeK :Therefore, we may combine the relations (3.12), (3.13) (applied to X and X 0) to conclude that onH := H
;eK(denX)�1=2T �X = (denX)�1=2U�1;eKJ�XU2;eK = U�1;eKILJX0IeKU2;eK = VLU�2;LJX0U1;LVeK = VLTX0VeK :We have, thus, proved the following:Theorem 3.17. Let X = (K;L)' be a Bessel system. Let X 0 be its modi�ed adjoint. Let 
 beany measurable subset of IRd, such that f
 + lgl2L are pairwise disjoint, for L = L; eK. Let H bethe subset of all L2(IRd)-functions whose Fourier transform is supported in 
 + eK. Then, thereexist unitary maps VeK : H ! `2(X 0);and VL : TX0VeKH ! `2(X);both independent of ', such that the identity(denX)�1=2T �X = VLTX0VeKholds on H. Consequently, given any Bessel system Y = (K;L) , (denX)�1TY T �X is unitarilyequivalent on H to the restriction of T �Y 0TX0 to ranVeK � `2(X 0):Remark. Note that T �X maps into `2(X) while TY is de�ned on `2(Y ), hence TY T �X is, formally,not well-de�ned. However, the two index sets X, Y are naturally identi�ed with the set (K;L),and this is the way TY T �X should be interpreted.27



Theorem 3.17 falls short of implying directly Theorem 2.2. The minor reason is that it requiresX to be Bessel (that can be overcome by a more careful analysis). The major reason is that we donot know in advance that the various norm bounds that we are after are realized on spaces H ofthe form that appear in the theorem. The fact that the relevant bounds are realized, indeed, onsuch spaces H is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.12, which, however, leads to the directproof of Theorem 2.2, presented in the previous subsection.Nevertheless, Theorem 3.17 does admit some applications. For example, it provides the missingproof for assertion (b) of Theorem 2.2:Proof of (b) of Theorem 2.2. If X is not fundamental, then T �Xf = 0, for some f 2 L2(IRd)n0.Let X = (K;L)', and let 
 be any subset of IRd such that (a): bf does not vanish identicallyon A := 
 + eK, (b): The eK-shifts, as well as the L-shifts, of 
 are pairwise disjoint. Withoutloss, we may assume bf to be supported on A (otherwise, we de�ne g 2 L2 by bg := bf�, with �the support function of A, and apply the representation of T �X in terms of J�X to conclude thatT �Xg = 0, too). De�ning H in Theorem 3.17 with respect to the present 
, the theorem providesus with the relation 0 = T �Xf = VLTX0VeKf:Since VL; VeK are partial isometries, this readily implies that TX0 is not injective, hence so is TX� .The converse is obtained by a similar argument.A stronger version of Theorem 3.17 is available under slightly more restrictive conditions.Corollary 3.18. Let X = (K;L)' be a Bessel system, X 0 its modi�ed adjoint. Let 
eK and 
Lbe fundamental domains for the lattices eK, L, respectively.(a) If the L-shifts of 
eK are pairwise disjoint, then there exist unitary maps V1 := L2(IRd) !`2(X 0), and V2, such that (denX)�1=2T �X = V2TX0V1:(b) If the eK-shifts of 
L are pairwise disjoint, then there exist unitary maps V1 : `2(X 0)! L2(IRd),and V2 such that (denX)�1=2V2T �XV1 = TX0 :In particular, (a) is satis�ed by all univariate systems of low-density, and (b) is satis�ed by allunivariate systems of high-density.Proof: For the proof of (a), we choose 
 := 
eK in Theorem 3.17. We then recognize thatH
;eK = L2(IRd), and the asserted result then follows from that theorem.For (b), we choose 
 := 
L in Theorem 3.17. The construction details of VeK that precede thetheorem then imply that VeK maps H
;eK onto `2(X 0). We then take V1 := V �eK and V2 := V �L .For the univariate system (2�pZZ; qZZ)', we may choose 
eK := (0; 1=p), and 
L = (0; q).Therefore, one of the intervals is included in the other, and it is easy to relate the type of inclusionto the \right" type of density. 28



Discussion. The last corollary applies to multivariate systems, such as sup-adjoint, sub-adjoint (cf.x4), and many others, but certainly there are multivariate systems that satisfy neither condition.To make sure, only low-density systems can satisfy condition (a), and only high-density systemscan satisfy condition (b). This is in analogy with the self-adjointness, a property which in generalimplies, and in the univariate is also implied by, the denX = 1 property.3.3. The Wexler-Raz identityWe sidetrack briey here to discuss the Wexler-Raz identity [WR], whose proof in [DLL] wasa key ingredient in the approach there. As we mention in the introduction, this section was addedto the present article only after we became aware of the [DLL] work and its details.We will show that the identity reads at the �ber level asvAu� = uA�v�;with A a �ber of the pre-Gramian matrix, and u; v some `2-vectors (of the right \order"). Suchidentity, of course, holds, but only after one veri�es that all sums above are well-de�ned, in thesense that each one of the rows and columns of A is in `2 (a condition which is self-evident fora pre-Gramian �ber A), that Au� as well as vA are in `2, and that v(Au�) = (vA)u�. For thesatisfaction of these latter requirements, we will assume that all our WH systems are Bessel, andwill invoke Theorem 3.2.3 of [RS1] which rigorously justi�es the matrix manipulations we employ.Theorem 3.19 [WR], [DLL]. Let X = (K;L)', Y = (K;L) , Z = (K;L)g be three WHsystems. Assume that X�, Y , Z, (and Z�) are Bessel. Then,(3:20) TY T �Z' = (denZ)TX�T �Z� :Proof: The Bessel assumption on the systems involved ensures us that both sides of (3.20)are well-de�ned L2(IRd)-functions. Let r (respectively, er) be the Fourier transform of the left (resp.right) hand side of (3.20). We will show that r = er, a.e.The pre-Gramian setup detailed at the beginning of x3.2 shows that, for a.e. w 2 IRd,rjw+eK = JY (w)J�Z (w)v;with v := b'jw+eK : Here, we wish only to compute r(w), hence are interested only at the (ek = 0)-rowof JY (w). That row consists of (cf. the third display of x3.1) u := jKj�1=2 b jw+L . Altogether, fora.e. w, r(w) = jKj�1=2utJ�Z(w)v:Analogous computation reveals that, for a.e. w,er(w) = (denZ)jeLj�1=2vtJ�Z�(w)u = jKj�1=2(denZ)1=2utJZ�(w)v:Invoking (2.10) (with X there replaced by Z�), we conclude that, indeed, r(w) = er(w).29



3.4. Gramian estimatesWe elaborate here further on the the topic of Gramian estimates: the estimation of the framebounds by an inspection of the Gramian matrices (cf. x2.3). The arguments that lead to suchestimates are only sketched. In any event, these are straightforward arguments which were alreadydiscussed in more detail (and in a more general context) in x1.6 of [RS1]. For the simplicity of thepresentation, we will consider only the case of a singleton �. The extension to a �nite � is mainlynotational.Our �rst objective is the derivation of upper and lower bounds for kTk that are veri�able bya mere inspection of the entries of G and eG. For that purpose, we introduce the following map,which will be referred to as the A-transform (\A" for Ambiguity):A := AL : L2(IRd)! L1(IRd � 
L) : f 7! Af(s; �) :=Xl2LEs+lf Elf:Here, L is some �xed lattice, and 
L is a fundamental domain for that lattice.In terms of the A-transform, the (l; l0)-entry of the Gramian G(w) of the WH system (K;L)'is jKj�1AeK b'(l0 � l; w + l):The (ek;ek0)-entry of the dual Gramian eG(w) isjKj�1AL b'(ek � ek0; w + ek0):These observations lead us to the following estimates:Theorem 3.21. Let X be the WH system (K;L)', ' 2 L2(IRd). Then:(a) X is Bessel system if the function f := Xk2eK jAL b'(k; �)jis essentially bounded and only if the functiong := (Xk2eK jAL b'(k; �)j2)1=2is essentially bounded, and we havekgkL1(IRd) � jKjkTXk2 � kfkL1(IRd):(b) X is Bessel system if the function f1 :=Xl2L jAeK b'(l; �)jis essentially bounded and only if the functiong1 := (Xl2L jAeK b'(l; �)j2)1=230



is essentially bounded, and we havekg1kL1(IRd) � jKjkTXk2 � kf1kL1(IRd):Proof: In view of Theorem 2.12, computing kTXk (and thereby verifying the Bessel prop-erty of X) is equivalent to computing the 1-norm of either G of G�. Since G(w) is Hermitian,we may bound its 2-norm G(w) from above by its 1-norm. With f1 as in (b), kf1kL1 can beeasily proved to coincide with the essential supremum (over w) of the 1-norms of G(w). A similarargument, with eG replacing G, leads to the estimate that involves f .Again, since G(w) is non-negative, we can also bound G(w) from below by the `2-norm of eachrow of it. This leads to the estimate that involves g1. Replacing G by eG and repeating the sameidea, leads to the estimate that involves g.Discussion. It seems instructive to pause and compare the di�erent estimates provided by (a) and(b) in the above theorem. For example, the upper bound of (a) is majorised by the sup-norm of(3:22) Xek2eK;l2L jb'(�+ ek + l)b'(�+ l)j =Xl2L jb'(�+ l)jXek2eK jb'(�+ ek + l)j;while the upper bound of (b) is majorised by(3:23) Xek2eK jb'(�+ ek)jXl2L jb'(�+ ek + l)j:Assume, for example, that L � eK. Then, (3.22) becomes(3:24) Xk2eK jb'(�+ k)jXl2L jb'(�+ l)j:As to (3.23), identifying eK=L with some �nite � � eK, that expression can be written as(3:25) X�2�(Xl2L jb'(�+ l + �)j)2:While pointwise the two estimates are not comparable, it is easily seen that the sup-norm of (3.25)is � the sup-norm of (3.24). Since the second estimate is based on the Gramian, and the examplejust studied is of a low-density system, this suggests that the Gramian upper bound estimates ((b)in the theorem) are better (i.e., tighter) for low-density systems, hence that the dual Gramianupper bound estimates (i.e., (a) of the theorem) yield better results for high-density systems.In any event, the above analysis shows that T is bounded whenever b' decays fast enough, orequivalently, whenever ' is smooth enough:Corollary 3.26. Let X be a PWH system generated by '. Then X is a Bessel system ifX�2L jb'(�+ �)jis essentially bounded, for L = L, eK.Proof: From the above discussion, it follows thatXk2eK jAL b'(k;w)j � kXl2L jb'(�+ l)jkL1(IRd)kXk2eK jb'(�+ k)jkL1(IRd):Theorem 3.21 (a) then implies the claim. 31



Discussion cont'ed. Analogous estimates are available in terms of ' (rather than b') with thelattices L; eK replaced by their duals K; eL. Consequently, X is a Bessel system if either ' issu�ciently smooth or decays su�ciently fast.Literature Discussion. We compare the f -estimate in (a) of Theorem 3.21 to Theorem 2.6 of[D1] and Theorem 2 of [TO2]. Theorem 2.6 of [D1] contains an estimate of the upper frame boundfor a univariate X in terms of ' rather than b'. After making that necessary switch, we �nd that itemploys quantities of the form kPl2L jEs+lf Elf j k1. However, these norms are not summed updirectly, but rather are grouped into pairs, with respect to which a geometric average is computed,hence altogether Theorem 2.6 of [D1] is not comparable to our results here. As to Theorem 2 of[TO2], rewriting it in terms of b' rather than ', its su�cient condition for the Bessel property ofthe univariate X is the �niteness ofPl2L kalk`1 , with al the Fourier coe�cients of AL b'(l; �). Thatboundedness condition clearly implies the boundedness of f in Theorem 3.21.The derivation of su�cient conditions for X to be a Bessel system is much simpler thanguaranteeing X to be a frame. Unless we are willing to settle for conditions for a fundamentalframe X or a Riesz basis X, it is virtually impossible to derive feasible su�cient conditions forframes that are based on the magnitude of various entries of eG or G. However, in order for Xto be a fundamental frame, eG(w) should be invertible, and that can be observed in case eG(w) isdiagonally dominant. Su�cient conditions of this type are discussed in the next theorem.Theorem 3.27. Let X = (K;L)' be a Bessel PWH system.(a) If the function f := AL b'(0; �) � Xk2eKn0 jAL b'(k; �)jis positive a.e. and is (essentially) bounded away from 0, then X is a fundamental frame forL2(IRd) and(3:28) kT ��1k2 � jKjk1=fkL1(IRd):(b) If the function g := AeK b'(0; �) � Xl2Ln0 jAeK b'(l; �)jis positive a.e., and is (essentially) bounded away from 0, then X is a Riesz basis, andkT�1k2 � jKjk1=gkL1(IRd):Proof: Part (b) follows from (a) and the duality principle: to prove that X is Riesz basis,it su�ces, by that principle, to prove that X� is a fundamental frame. A conversion of the conditionin (a) from (K;L)' to (eL; eK)' then yields the condition in (b).We now prove (a): by Theorem 2.12, we need to show that each G(w)�� is bounded. Notethat the entries of each row of the dual Gramian eG(w) are of the formjKj�1AL b'(k;w0); k 2 eK;32



for an appropriately chosen w0 2 IRd. The conditionAL b'(0; w) � Xk2eKn0 jAL b'(k;w)j � "; a.e. w 2 IRdthus implies that, for almost every w 2 IRd, and for every row of eG(w), the diagonal entryAL b'(0; w0) is " greater than the `1-norm of the other entries of this row. Thus, as soon as thiscondition holds, the self-adjoint operator eG(w) is diagonally dominant, hence invertible, for almostevery w, and G��(w) = k eG(w)�1k � jKj=": By Theorem 2.12, X is a fundamental frame, and theestimate (3.28) holds.Remark. A slightly di�erent variant of the above theorem is as follows: if f in the theorem is � "on the support 
 of AL b'(0; �), then X is a frame (not necessarily fundamental) and the estimate(3.28) holds with k1=fkL1(
) replacing k1=fkL1(IRd).Literature Discussion cont'ed. Theorem 2.5 of [D1] provides a su�cient condition for a uni-variate system to be a fundamental frame. The condition is based on the positivity of (a slightlycoarser expression than) the quantityinfAL b'(0; �) � Xk2eKn0 kAL b'(k; �)k1;and thus the condition given in Theorem 3.27 is somewhat better. In any event, both conditionsare based on very coarse estimates. The comparison of Theorem 3.27 to the lower bound estimateprovided in Theorem 7 of [TO2] is similar.As stated several times before, the \basis" (K;L)' satis�es the same properties as its Fouriertransform set (L;K)b'. This means that all the above estimates are valid with ' replacing b' andK, L interchanging roles. 4. Detailed Zak transform analysis4.1. Zak transform analysis of compressible WH systemsIn x2.4, it was shown that, for a sup-adjoint WH systems X, the study of T �X is reduced tostudying the behaviour of the single function eZX . Though the same does not hold for other WHsystems, there are more general situations when the analysis of X can be reduced to the study of�nite-order Hermitian matrices. In fact, the situation here is analogous to that that occurs in thestudy of shift-invariant spaces. While, as discussed in x2.4, the PSI space and the sub-adjoint WHspace have one-dimensional �ber spaces, the more general FSI (=�nitely generated shift-invariant)spaces are similar to the present compressible WH systems: the �berization of both lead to �berspaces of �nite dimension. In the latter case, each �ber space Sw;t is spanned by the columns ofPZX(w; t), hence is considered a subspace of `2(�) (see below for de�nitions and details). Thecritical information required is that basic operations (such as �nding image and kernel of operators,describing orthogonal projectors, computing dual system, etc.) can be performed �ber by �ber.For FSI spaces, this was done in x2 of [RS1]; the techniques, however, apply to general �berizationwith �nite-dimensional �bers, hence to our present case of interest.33



We introduce a new type of \inner product", the Zak product, of which the function eZX thatwas used in the context of the sup-adjoint case is a special \diagonal" case. We will then form�nite-order matrices (the Zak matrix and the dual Zak matrix) whose entries are such Zak products.These matrices may replace the in�nite order Gramian matrices, and we reach that reduction byemploying either of the two arguments: (a) direct adaptation of the FSI techniques of [RS1] toWH setup here; or (b) adaptation of the FSI techniques in order to �berize further the (alreadypartially �berized) Gramian operator, and then invoking Theorem 2.12.We call a lattice pair (K;L) compressible if the group eK \L has a �nite index in L (equiva-lently, in eK), which is the case exactly when eK \ L is d-dimensional. We de�ne then two quotientgroups: � := L=(L \ eK);and � := eK=(L \ eK):We also think about �;� as any set of representers for the above groups. We refer to the order of �as the compression factor of X, and to the order of � is the decomposition factor of X. (Theterminology reects the fact that we are interested primarily in high-density systems X. For low-density systems, the notions of compression and decompositions factors should be interchanged).Note that X is self-adjoint if and only if both � and � are trivial, X is sup-adjoint if and only if �is trivial, and X is sub-adjoint if and only if � is trivial. Note also that the notations �, � retaintheir meaning from the last section in case of a sup/sub-adjoint system.Example . Suppose that X = (2�pZZ; qZZ)'. Then, eK \ L = ZZ=p \ qZZ. Clearly, eK \ L isnon-trivial if and only if pq is rational. Since pq = (denX)�1, we conclude that a univariate (K;L)is compressible if and only if its density is rational.In the case of a sup-adjoint X, we identi�ed the pre-Gramian with a vector-valued convolutionoperator. It is not hard to see (as we are going to show), that in the present case the pre-Gramianis a matrix-valued convolution operator.Here are the details: we let X = (K;L)�, � �nite, be a compressible WH system. The rowsof the pre-Gramian J�X are indexed by L � � = ( eK \ L) � � � �, and we re-organize them inblocks (( eK \ L); ; '), ' 2 �,  2 �. The columns of J�X are indexed eK = ( eK \ L)��, which wealso organize in blocks (( eK \ L); �), � 2 �. This induces a block re-organization of the entire J�X ,with a typical block indexed by ((; '); �). As in the sup-adjoint case, one observes that the blockJ�(;');�(w) is a convolution operatora;';�;w : `2( eK \ L)! `2( eK \ L) : c 7! a;';�;w � c:Here, the sequence a;';�;w is de�ned by(4:1) a;';�;w(j) := jKj�1=2 b'(w +  + � + j):The operator J�X(w) acts from `2( eK) = `2(( eK \ L) ��) into `2(L � �) = `2(( eK \ L) � � � �),and, by the above, acts, indeed, as a matrix-valued convolution operator:J�X(w) : (c�)�2� 7! (X�2� a;';�;w � c�)2�; '2�:34



This observation allows us to replace the pre-Gramian by the matrix of the symbols of the variousa;';�;w. As in the sup-adjoint case, the symbol of the sequence a;';�;w is the Zak transformjKj�1=2Z eK\L(E+� b')(w; �):Thus, we obtained a representation of the pre-Gramian J�X(w) as a �nite order matrix whose rowsare indexed by �� �, whose columns are indexed by �, and whose structure is as follows:PZ�X(w; �) := �jKj�1=2 Z eK\L b'(w +  + �; �)�(;')2(���); �2�:It is quite obvious that the analogous representer of JX(w) is the adjoint PZX(w; �) of the abovePZ�X(w; �). We refer to both of these matrices as pre-Zak matrices. The spectrum �(X) of Xis the set of all (w; t) where PZX(w; t) is not the zero matrix.The development now becomes quite transparent. Using the pre-Zak matrices, we construct�nite-order analogs of the Gramian and the dual Gramian. The analog of G(w) = J�XJX(w) is thesquare non-negative (�� �)-order matrix ZX(w; �), whose ((; '); (0 ;  ))-entry isjKj�1 ZeK\L� (E0 b ;E b')(w; �);where, for any lattice L, �nite set � � IRd, and f; g 2 L2, ZL�(f; g) is the Zak product of f andg de�ned as(4:2) Z�(f; g) := ZL�(f; g) :=X�2�(ZLf ZLg)(�+ �; �):In analogy with the Gramian matrix, we call the matrix ZX the Zak matrix. The analog ofthe dual Gramian is the dual Zak matrix obtained as eZX := PZXPZ�X . Thus, it is a squarenon-negative �-order matrix, whose (�; �0)-entry isjKj�1 X'2�ZeK\L� (E� b';E�0 b'):Example. Let m;n be positive integers, g:c:d:(m;n) = 1. Let X be the univariate WH system(2�ZZ=m; nZZ)� (with � �nite, otherwise arbitrary). Then eK = mZZ, hence eK \ L = mnZZ. Wemay thus take � = L=( eK \ L) = (n; 2n; :::;mn), and � = eK=( eK \ L) = (m; 2m; :::; nm). Therelevant Zak transform here is Z := ZmnZZ which can be de�ned asZf(w; t) :=Xj2ZZ f(w +mnj)e2�j=mn(t):The pre-Zak matrix PZX has the form(m=2�)1=2�Z b'(�+ jn+ j0m; �)�mj=1nj0=1'2�;35



(where rows are indexed by j0 and columns by (j; ')). Consequently, the dual Zak matrix is ann� n matrix whose (j; j0)-entry is(m=2�)X'2� mXi=1 (Z b')(w + in+ jm; t)(Z b')(w + in+ j0m; t):The Zak matrix, say in case � is a singleton ', is an m�m matrix whose (j; j0)-entry is(m=2�) nXi=1(Z b')(w + im+ jn; t)(Z b')(w + im+ j0n; t):Finally, the following variant of the duality principle, though is not an issue here, arises in a naturalway: interchanging between m and n results at a similar interchange between the Zak matrix andthe dual Zak matrix. At the same time, such an interchange amounts to passing from X to itsadjoint X�. Indeed, the fact that passing to the adjoint amounts, up to a multiplicative constant,to an interchange between the two basic matrices is the essence of the duality principle.Remark. Zibulski and Zeevi, [ZZ], as well as, implicitly, Daubechies, [D1], employ the Zaktransform in order to decompose univariate systems of rational density. In particular, [ZZ] employstwo matrices, S and G, which correspond to, yet look quite di�erent from, our dual Zak matrix, andpre-Zak matrix. However, the di�erence can be simply attributed to a di�erent choice of a basis for`2(�) or `2(�). Our Zak matrices here are related to the standard bases for these spaces (made offunctions of one-point-support). On the other hand, the [ZZ]-matrices are related to choosing thecharacters of the dual group as the relevant basis. Since both choices are orthonormal, our dualZak matrix here is unitarily equivalent to the S matrix of [ZZ].In order to convert the analysis of the \basis set" X from the in�nite-order Gramian matrices tothe �nite order Zak matrices, we need to know how to relate the functions that appear in Theorem2.12 (G, G�, etc.) to the Zak matrices. However, as was already explained before, the study of theconnection between G(w) and ZX(w; �) here is entirely analogous to the connection, in the caseof an FSI set X, between the standard in�nite-order Gramian (hx; yi)x;y2X and the compressedGramians (G(w))w2IRd . These latter relations were analysed in detail in several references, withthe most comprehensive results contained in [BDR] and [RS1]. In particular, the arguments usedto establish Theorem 2.3.6 of [RS1], when transported to the new setup here, lead to the followingresult.Lemma 4.3. Given a compressible WH system X := (K;L)� and its associated Zak matrix ZX ,consider, for �xed w; t 2 IRd, the matrix ZX(w; t) as a map from `2(���) into itself. Let �X(w; t)be the norm of this map, ��X(w; t) the norm of the inverse (de�ned as 1 if ZX(w; t) is singular),and ��Xj(w; t) the norm of the pseudo-inverse. Then, in the notations of Theorem 2.12, the followingrelations hold:(a) For a.e. w 2 IRd, GX(w) = k�X(w; �)kL1 .(b) For a.e. w 2 IRd, G�X(w) = k��X(w; �)kL1 .(c) For a.e. w 2 IRd, G�Xj(w) = k��Xj(w; �)kL1(�w), with �w the support of �X(w; �).Invoking, thus, Theorem 2.12, we obtain the following characterization of the \basis" propertiesof the compressible X in terms of the Zak matrix.36



Theorem 4.4. Let X = (K;L)� be compressible, and let ZX be its associated Zak matrix.Consider, for each (w; t) 2 IRd � IRd, the matrix ZX(w; t) as a map from `2(���) into itself, andlet �X(w; t), ��X(w; t) and ��Xj(w; t) be the associated norm functions de�ned in Lemma 4.3. Then:(a) X is a Bessel system if and only if �X 2 L1(IRd � IRd). Furthermore, kTXk2 = kT �Xk2 =k�XkL1 :(b) Assume X is a Bessel system. Then X is a Riesz basis if and only if ��X 2 L1. Furthermore,kT�1X k2 = k��XkL1 .(c) AssumeX is Bessel. ThenX is a frame if and only if ��Xj 2 L1(�(X)), with �(X) the spectrumof X. Furthermore, kTXj�1k2 = k��XjkL1(�(X)).While the Zak matrix is useful for computing the important functions G, G� and G�j associatedwith the Gramian of X, the dual Zak matrix is useful for computing the complementary quantitiesG�, G�� and G��j associated with the dual Gramian eG. For that, we consider, for each (w; t) 2 IRd,the matrix eZX(w; t) as a map from `2(�) into itself, and denote by ��X(w; t) (���X (w; t), ���Xj (w; t) )the norm-function (respectively, the inverse-norm function, and the pseudo-inverse-norm function)of eZX . Again, the arguments used in Theorem 2.3.6 of [RS1] apply here, and lead to a resultanalogous to Lemma 4.3, that connects now the ��-functions to the G�-functions. This, in view ofTheorem 2.12, leads to following theorem.Theorem 4.5. Let X be a compressible WH system (K;L)�. Let eZX be its associated dual Zakmatrix, and let ��X , ���X and ���Xj be the corresponding norm-functions. Then:(a) X is a Bessel system if and only if ��X 2 L1(IRd � IRd). Furthermore, kTXk2 = kT �Xk2 =k��XkL1 .(b) Assume X is Bessel. Then X is a fundamental frame if and only if ���X 2 L1. Furthermore,kT �X�1k2 = k���X kL1 .(c) Assume X is Bessel. Then X is a frame if and only if ���Xj 2 L1(�(X)). Furthermore,kT �Xj�1k2 = k���Xj kL1(�(X)).Remark. For a univariate X, parts (a) and (b) of the above result, as well as part (b) of thefollowing corollary, are due to [ZZ] (Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 there). Though Theorem 2 in[ZZ] is stated without proof, the supporting discussion there provides an almost complete argument.The only missing ingredient in the approach of [ZZ] is its sought-for unitary diagonalization (14),which, incidentally, is proved in [RS1] as Lemma 2.3.5.Corollary 4.6. Let X be a compressible WH system with Zak matrix ZX and dual Zak matrixeZX . Then:(a) X is a tight frame if and only if, after normalizing the generator of X, either eZX or ZX (orboth) is an orthogonal projector a.e. (equivalently, if the matrix spectrum of almost every�ber of the Zak or dual Zak matrix consists of at most 0 and 1).(b) X is a fundamental tight frame if and only if eZX is a constant multiple of the identity a.e. onIRd � IRd.(c) X is orthonormal if and only if ZX is the identity a.e. on IRd � IRd.37



Proof: Since X is a tight frame if and only if kTXk = kTXj�1k�1, we obtain from The-orem 4.4 that the tightness of X is equivalent to the equality k�XkL1 = k��XjkL1 , which clearlyamounts to the fact that ZX(w; t) has only one eigenvalue, independent of (w; t), other than 0.This eigenvalue is the normalization constant appearing in (a). The statement with respect to eZXis proved similarly, by invoking Theorem 4.5, and recalling that tightness is also equivalent to theequality kT �Xk = kT �Xj�1k�1:Statement (b) follows from (a), when combined with (b) of Theorem 4.5.Statement (c) follows easily from the last part of Theorem 2.12.Theorem 4.5 , in particular, shows that, in order for X to be a fundamental frame, almostall dual Zak matrices eZX(w; t) must be invertible. In fact, as is already established in Theorem1 of [ZZ], the frame property of X is irrelevant here: By invoking Lemma 2.3.5 of [RS1], wemay unitarily diagonalize eZX , using a unitary matrix with measurable entries. Thus, if the �bersf eZX(w; t)g(w;t) of eZX are singular on a set of positive measure, one can easily construct a functionf such that TXT �Xf = 0 (the �bers of f , (Z eK\L bf(w + �; t))�2� should each lie in the kernel ofeZX(w; t) for a.e. (w; t), and the only reason we need Lemma 2.3.5 here is in order to synthesizethe �ber kernels into a measurable function). However, eZX(w; t) is non-singular if and only if thepre-Gramian PZX(w; t) is of rank #�, the later being possible only if#� � #��#�:Since #� is the index of eK \ L in eK, and #� is the index of eK \ L in L, we see that#�#� = j eK \ Ljj eKj jLjj eK \ Lj = jLjj eKj = 1den(K;L) :De�ning, naturally, the density of X as#�� den(K;L);we obtain the following result. The univariate case of this result can be found in [D1], and wasproved there by a similar argument.Corollary 4.7. Let X = (K;L)� be a compressible WH system. Then X is fundamental only ifdenX � 1.Finally, we consider the problem of computing the dual frame of X = (K;L)�. We �rststudy this problem when X is a Riesz basis, say, for H � L2(IRd). Let R be a map from � toL2(IRd). In order for Y := (K;L)R� to be bi-orthogonal with X, we need T �Y TX to be the identity,hence that PZ�Y PZX is the identity matrix a.e. Furthermore, for a dual basis Y , the column-space of (almost) each PZY (w; t) should be the same as that of PZX(w; t) (follows from the factthat ker T �X = ker T �Y ). Thus, �nding PZY (w; t) here is a standard �nite-dimensional least squaresproblem, and we obtain that(4:8) PZY (w; t) = Z�1X (w; t)PZX (w; t); for a.e. (w; t);38



(compare with Theorem 2.4.7 of [RS1]).The situation is even simpler for a fundamental frame: with the understanding that invertingeZX amounts to the pointwise inversion of each of its �bers eZX(w; t), we realize that eZ�1X representsthe inverse of the dual frame operator TXT �X . Thus the Zak transform representation of thegenerators R� of the frame dual to X can be found by applying eZ�1X to the representation of �.Since the action TXT �X on f is represented in the formeZX(Z eK\L bf(�+ �; �))�2�;we see that (cf. (29) of [ZZ])(4:9) PZY (w; t) = eZ�1X (w; t)PZX(w; t); a:e::In the case of a non-fundamental frame X, the same argument can be employed, but, alas, thepseudo-inverse of eZX should be computed. In the special case when eZX(w; t) is either non-singularor 0, the computation of the pseudo-inverse is avoided, and this explains why we do not have totackle this problem in the sup-adjoint case.4.2. Zak transform estimatesThe Zak transform analysis had led us to the decomposition of the operators T �XTX and TXT �X ,for a compressible WH set, into the �bers (ZX(w; t))w;t2IRd and ( eZX(w; t))w;t2IRd . In x3, we hadexploited the Gramian �berization in order to estimate the frame (Riesz) bounds. In the samemanner, we may exploit here the Zak transform �berization is order to derive analogous estimates.These estimates are collected below without further explanation (other than pointing to their x3counterparts). One should observe that despite of the seemingly close relation between the Gramianestimates and the Zak transform estimates, there is practically substantial di�erence between thetwo: the information required for the Gramian estimates is readily available (i.e., values of either b'or '; we are tacitly assuming that ' is explicitly known, where \explicitly" might mean, e.g., that' or b' are given analytically); at the same time, the Gramian estimates are crude. In contrast,the Zak transform estimates require �ner information (certain Zak transforms and subsequentlyZak products), but award us with better estimates (particularly when the relevant Zak matrix isof small order).As we did in x3.4, we assume here that X is the principal compressible (K;L)'. The compress-ibility of X is essential (otherwise, the Zak matrices remain of in�nite order). The extension tonon-principal systems is primarily notational. All Zak transforms of this subsection are computedwith respect to the lattice eK \ L. In fact, the only Zak transform which is required is that of b',hence we set g := Z eK\L b':As before, � and � are the quotient groups� = L=( eK \ L); � = eK=( eK \ L):It is, perhaps, worth noting that the Zak matrix and the dual Zak matrix are invariant undershifts by k 2 eK \L (in both variables); this observation entitles us to represent any  2 � or � 2 �in any convenient way, as well as to switch between representers, as the arguments for proving theestimates below require. 39



Theorem 4.10. Let X = (K;L)' be a compressible PWH system. Let g, �, and � be as inthe second paragraph of this subsection. Then X is a Bessel system if and only if g is essentiallybounded. Furthermore, let g�; be the functiong�; :=X�2� g(� +  + �; �)g(�+ �; �);and let g�;� be the function g�;� :=X2� g(� + � + ; �)g(�+ ; �):Then:(a) jKj�1k(X2� jg�; j2)k1=2L1 � kTXk2 = kT �Xk2 � jKj�1kX2� jg�; jkL1 :(b) jKj�1k(X�2� jg�;�j2)k1=2L1 � kTXk2 = kT �Xk2 � jKj�1kX�2� jg�;�jkL1 :Proof: We note that jKj�1=2g(w; t) is one of the entries of the pre-Zak matrix PZX(w; t),and that, further, every entry of PZX(w; t) is, up to a unit multiplicative constant, of the formjKj�1=2g(w0; t0) for (possibly other) w0; t0. Since the pre-Zak matrix is of �nite order, this proves,in view of Theorem 4.4, the fact that X is Bessel if and only if g is bounded.The bounds asserted in parts (a) and (b) are proved by an argument analogous to that usedin the proof of Theorem 3.21, after observing that jKj�1(g�;)2 comprise the entries of a typicalrow of ZX , while jKj�1(g�;�)�2� comprise the entries of a typical row of eZX .\Diagonal dominance" arguments similar to the ones employed in the proof of Theorem 3.27,when combined with the observations just made in the proof of Theorem 4.10, lead to su�cientconditions for X being a Riesz basis or a fundamental frame. We omit these details.References[BDR] C. de Boor, R. DeVore and A. Ron, The structure of shift invariant spaces and applica-tions to approximation theory, J. Functional Anal. 119 (1994), 37{78. Ftp site: anony-mous@stolp.cs.wisc.edu �le name several.ps[BW] John J. Benedetto and David F. Walnut, Gabor frames for L2 and related spaces, in Wavelets:Mathematics and Applications, J. Benedetto and M. Frazier, eds., CRC Press, Boca Raton,Florida (1994), 97{162.[C] C.K. Chui, An introduction to wavelets, Academic Press, Boston, 1992.[D1] I. Daubechies, The wavelet transform, time-frequency localization and signal analysis, IEEETrans. Inform. Theory 36 (1990), 961{1005.40
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